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Sams Teach Yourself UNIX System Administration in 21 Days is designed to take you in 21 days

from beginner or intermediate to the capability level of performing intermediate-level system

administrator functions. Even advanced UNIX users who are interested in learning system

administration will benefit from this book. Written by a system administrator offering peer-to-peer

instruction, this book teaches real world, practical skills that every system administrator needs to

know such as machine configuration and server maintenance. Topics include: Complete,

step-by-step installations, Compiling and installing software, Networking machines, Providing

Internet services, Securing the system against intruders, and Providing cross-platform connectivity.
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This book should have an addition to its title: "In Your Dreams." This book is just awful. Please don't

waste your money on it. If you are a total beginner, you will be lost from the start. If you are an

accomplished user trying to move into administration (as I am), you'll find that there is no meat in

this book whatsoever. It is padded with the authors philosophies about administration rather than

with any real information. The end of the book is just a meaningless collection of junk added for

thickness purposes. Unless you are a UNIX administrator before you begin reading this book, you

WILL NOT be a UNIX administrator when you finish.

I never thought a book on Systems Administration could be written like this one, it has lots of tips,



rules, recommendations and a great appendix (like a fourth week) full of useful resources like UNIX

commands, samples, links and even legal stuff. The book not only covers UNIX System

Administration technically but ethically too, which is very important for this profession. And

technically speaking, I found it covers enough technical matter for a Teach Yourself and leaves the

more advanced stuff to the specific OS documentation. A great buy, worth every penny!

This book has cons and pros. The style, the idea, the way how material is grouped is good. But

SunOS 4.1.4 is obviously outdated. The author installes it to an old crapy Sparc with 500MB hard

drive? I bought this book to use with Solaris 7 and returned it to the store. Everything is different.

And the last. There are many places in the text that need better explanations. For example, how to

share files: the sequence of actions? It looks that it is all in the text, but when you try to do it you

realize that definitely you are missing smth.

This book is terrible...you learn essentially nothing.Instead, purchase a well-respected textbook that

covers the material needed for the CompTIA Network+ exam. Even if you have no intention of

taking the exam, a good prep book will definitely cover all that this book *tries* to address, but will

undoubtedly do a much, much better job.
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